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Blood Pressure Averaging: The New Normal? 
Physicians have long used blood pressure averaging 
methods in order to determine the need for, and 
adjust the treatment of, hypertension for their 
patients. After all, a patient’s true blood pressure is 
clinically defined as “the average level over prolonged 
periods of time and which is thought to be the most 
important component of blood pressure in 
determining its adverse effects.”1 But ‘averaging’ has 
traditionally meant either taking the average of certain 
systolic and diastolic blood pressures from a 24-hour 
ambulatory blood pressure study2, or asking patients 
to take multiple readings at home and averaging 
those readings. 

But there is an increasing body of evidence that the 
practice of taking a series of sequential BP 
measurements while a patient is in the office and then 
averaging those measurements, should replace the 
practice of taking a single discreet clinical 
measurement.3,4 Some countries, such as Canada, 
have made in-office BP averaging the standard of 
care.5 In addition, the recently published SPRINT 
Study from the National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
specified that a mean of three office blood pressure 
measurements would be used to establish target BP’s 
for Standard Group participants.6   

However, there is not a single recommended 
averaging protocol. The Canadian recommendation 
specifies 1 or 2-minute intervals between readings 
and discarding the initial reading from the averaging 
calculation. In the SPRINT trial, three readings were 
done sequentially and all three were included in the 
calculation. Physicians need the flexibility to design 
an averaging protocol that they are comfortable with, 
that reflects clinical best practices, and that fits into 
their practice workflow. Unfortunately, most 
automated BP devices are not even capable of 
executing programmed averaging protocols, and 
those that are do not have much flexibility to modify 
how averaging is done. 

The SunTech CT40 spot check vital signs device 
solves this problem by providing a customizable 
averaging protocol. The device can be programmed to 
take 2, 3, 4, or 5 sequential readings in a row. It can be 
programmed to initiate the first measurement 
immediately, or wait 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 minutes before the 
first reading starts. The interval between readings can 
be programmed for 15, 30, 60, 90, or 120 seconds. 
And the user can program the device to either include 
or discard the first reading from the averaging 
calculation. Finally, the user only needs to program 
the protocol once, and the device will remember all of 
the settings. So the next time Averaging Mode is 
selected, the user just presses a single button to 
begin the same protocol as before. 

The SunTech CT40 makes averaging multiple 
readings in the office as simple as pressing a button, 
and with the power of customization. 
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